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Triumph belongs to

thought. Change your
thinking and you change
your life.
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GANESHA VISITS SVIMS!!!

SVIMS NEWROOM
September has been an action
packed month in SVIMS. As we
approach mid semester a lot is
happening on the campus. This
includes not only back to back
classes but also industrial visits,
workshops and talks by many
eminent speakers etc.
All the students of SVIMS visited
Green Tokri, an organic farm set
up by Dr. Marc Cremer and his
wife Benedikte. The students of
IInd year Finance went on an
industrial visit to NSE, Mumbai.
SVIMS had a interesting mix of
entrepreneurs, innovators and
industry experts like Mr Swapnil
Chaturvedi, an Ashoka fellow,
Mr Gaurav Gurbuxani and Mr
Raja Kharadkar as guest
speakers.

September was the month
in which SVIMS was graced with presence of most
awaited guest of the year, Ganesha. With Bappa’s
presence the college atmosphere turned to be vividly
divine and full of immense joy. When one entered the
college premises he/she could clearly see the small
but immense idol of Ganesha placed at the table
looking at us, and welcoming us at the very beginning
of the day.

Since we followed the “Go EcoFriendly Way”, we had our own ShadoMathy Ganesha.
The sanctuary time was dedicated to celebrating
Ganesh
Chaturthi.
Artis,
Bahajans,
dance
performances and skits were organised by the
enthusiastic students.
The Visarjan was indeed
another unique way to bid him goodbye. The students
Workshop was held on “Mind,
and teachers came together to bid adieu to our
Body and spirit “by Mr Harsh
beloved Bappa, in the college compound itself, we
Dafre. Students also learned to
practised the Eco-friendly Visarjan and set Ganesha
make eco -friendly Ganapati in a
back to his journey home only with a promise that he
workshop by Mr.Mandar
will come back next year to spread more joy and
Marathe.
happiness in everyone’s homes’ and lives.
LOL:”What’s the height of Hope?” It is sitting in the exam hall holding the
question paper in your hand and telling yourself “Dude don’t worry, the exam
will get postponed”

